Abstract. Suppose M be the projective limit of weak symplectic Banach manifolds {(M i , φ ij )} i,j∈N , where M i are modeled over reflexive Banach space and σ is compatible with the projective system (defined in the article). We associate to each point x ∈ M , a Fréchet space H x . We prove that if H x are locally identical, then with certain smoothness and bounded-ness condition, there exists a Darboux chart for the weak symplectic structure.
Introduction
We say M is the projective limit of Banach manifolds (PLB-Manifold) modeled on a PLB-space E = lim ← − E i if we have followings. (1) There is a projective system of Banach manifolds {M i , φ ji } i,j∈N such that M = lim ← − M i . (2) For each p ∈ M, we have p = (p i ). p i ∈ M i , and there is a chart (U i , ψ i ) of p i ∈ M i such that (a) φ ji (U j ) ⊂ U i , j ≥ i. (b) Let {E i , ρ ji } i,j∈N be a projective systems of Banach spaces, where each ρ ji is inclusion map and the diagram
is open in E and lim ← − U i is open in M with the inverse limit topology. The space M satisfying the above properties has a natural Fréchet manifold structure. The differential structure on M is determined by the co-ordinate map ψ : U = lim ← − U i → ψ(U) = lim ← − ψ i (U i ). Therefore a smooth structure on these type of manifolds is completely determined by the smooth structure on the sequence. George Galanis in [2, 3, 4, 5] has studied this type of manifolds and smooth structure on it.
G. Galanis, in a series of articles [2, 3, 4, 5] discussed various properties of PLBmanifolds.
Suppose M is endowed with a weak symplectic structure σ and each M i is endowed with a weak symplectic structure σ i . In section 3, we will define the notion of compatible symplectic structure on PLB manifold with projective symstem.
A 2 form σ ∈ Ω 2 (M) is called a weak symplectic form on M if it is closed (dσ = 0) and if the associated vector bundle homomorphism σ b : T M → T * M is injective. A 2 form σ on a Banach manifold is called a strong symplectic on M if it is closed (dσ = 0) and its associated vector bundle homomorphism σ b : T M → T * M is invertible with smooth inverse.
In the case of strong symplectic Banach manifold, the vector bundle T M has reflexive fibers T x M.
For a Fréchet manifold with strong topology T * x M is not topologically isomorphic to T x M. Hence in PLB manifold we have only weak symplectic structure.
In 1969, for a strong symplectic Banach manifold, Weinstein [8] proved that there exists Darboux chart. In 1972, Marsden [7] showed that the Darboux theorem fails for a weak symplectic Banach manifold. In 1999 Bambusi [1] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of Darboux charts for weak symplectic Banach manifold (in the case when model space are reflexive).
In this article, we found sufficient conditions such that a weak symplectic structure on a PLB-manifolds admit Darboux chart.
Our idea is similar to the idea of Weinstein [8] and Bambusi [1] . In this article we develop and extend the main ideas of Bambusi [1] in the context of PLB-manifold. This article is arranged as follow.
In section 2, we will discuss PLB-manifolds and in section 3, we will define the compatible symplectic structure. In section 5, we will give condition for the existence of Darboux chart in PLB-manifolds whose symplectic structure is compatible with the projective system. Acknowledgement: I wish to thank Prof. George N. Galanis for his continuous interest in this work and his valuable suggestions and providing the references for completing this article.
Preliminaries
In this section we will revise the basics about PLB manifold. Basic definitions which will be used in later section is given in this section.
2.1.
Smooth maps on PLB space. Suppose {E i , φ ji } i,j∈N and {F i , ρ ji } i,j∈N be the projective system of Banach spaces and E = lim ← − E i and F = lim ← − F i . E and F are Fréchet space. Definition 2.1. [Projective system of mapping]. We say {f i : E i → F i } i∈N is a projective system of mapping if the following diagram commutes.
We denote the canonical mapping of E → E i by e i and F → F i by e ′ i . Definition 2.2. We say f : E → F is the projective limit of a system {f i : E i → F i } i∈N if for each i, the following diagram commutes.
We define the map lim ← − f i as following. If {f i } is the projective system of mappings then we see that for any
If f be the projective limit of system {f i } then we have
We denote the projective limit of system {f i } by lim
G. Galanis in [2] has given the following criterion for checking smoothness of the map f :
. Suppose E = lim ← − E i and F = lim ← − F i and {f i : E i → F i } i∈N be a projective system of smooth mapping then the following holds.
(
We mention here that in the PLB-space if a map f = lim ← − f i as in theorem 2.3 is smooth in the sense of J. Leslie then it will be smooth in the sense of Kriegl and Michor too. This can be seen as following.
Let c : R → lim ← − U i ⊂ E be a smooth curve and f := lim ← − f i : lim ← − U i → E be a map which is smooth in the sense of J. Leslie (i.e f satisfies theorem 2.3). We can identify c(t) as c(t) = (c i (t)) where φ ji (c j (t)) = c i (t). c is smooth if and only each c i is smooth (here we are using the fact that π i : lim ← − E i → E i is a smooth map and c i = π i • c).
, we see that
As each f i • c i is smooth and hence the derivative of every order exists. Therefore by theorem 2.3,c is smooth in the sense of J. Leslie. Recall that Smoothness of curves is defined by in the same way by J. Leslie and by Kriegl and Michor. This proves f • c is smooth curve for every smooth curve c. Therefore f defined as in theorem 2.3 is smooth in the sense of Kriegl and Michor too.
In view of above discussion, we see that the calculus on PLB-manifolds agrees with the Kriegl and Michor calculus.
In particular we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let E be a Fréchet space and E = lim ← − E i , E i s are Banach spaces. Co-ordinate map ψ i as defined above,
is smooth in the sense of Kriegl and Michor [11] .
Proof. We have to check that c : R → lim ← − U i is smooth if and only ifc : 2.1.1. Tangent bundle of a PLB manifold. We will follow [12] for the following discussion on the tangent bundle of a PLB manifold. If {M i , φ ji } be a projective system of Banach manifolds and M = lim ← − M i is the P LB manifold for this projective sys-
, where φ i are the canonical projection of M. We refer to [12] for the proof.
Galanis in [12] proved that {T M i , T φ ji } is a projective system of Banach manifolds and T M is a PLB manifold and
Flow of a vector field:
Suppose Y : U → E be a vector field on open subset U of a Fréchet space E. For ensuring existence of the flow of a vector field on a Fréchet space either we can go the direction set by H. Omri as in [6] or we can demand for some kind of tame condition as in [10] . In general Fréchet space, flow of a vector field may not exists for example see [11] . Situation become easier while working on some special vector fields on P LBmanifolds. We start by following definition.
Definition 2.4 (µ-Lipschitz map). Let E = lim
← − E i be a Fréchet space. A mapping φ : E → E is called projective µ-Lipschitz (µ, a positive real number) if there are φ i : E i → E i such that φ = lim ← − φ i and for every i, φ i is a µ Lipschitz map on each E i .
Suppose M and N be PLB manifolds modeled over a PLB space E. We say φ = M → N is locally µ-Lipsctiz map if there exists a coordinate charts around p and f (p) such that on that chart φ is projective µ-Lipscitz.
In some other co-ordinate chart φ may not be locally µ Lipscitz. We make a remark here that µ is fixed for every i. In fact if each φ i are smooth map on Banach space then φ i are locally µ i Lipschitz for some positive real number µ i but above definition demands that φ i are µ Lipschitz.
We mention a theorem by G. Galanis which we will be using to determine the existence of flow of the some special vector fields.
then this differential equation has a unique solution in the interval I = [t 0 −a, t 0 +a], where a = inf{τ,
In above theorem, we used the notation of article [5] . Galanis and Palamides proved above theorem in [5] . Following we sketch the proof of above theorem.
Proof.
(1) As φ : R × E → E is a projective µ-Lipschitz map, there is a family {φ i : R × E i → E i } i∈N of µ-Lipschitz map realizing φ. Corresponding to system as given in equation 2.1, we have system of ordinary differential equations on the Banach space E i defined: (5) Using the uniqueness of each x i with respect to the initial data, Prof. Galanis [5] proved that x as defined above is unique with respect to the initial data x(t 0 ) = x 0 .
Theorem 2.6. Let X : E → E be a smooth vector field on E. Suppose X is a µ-Lipschitz projective map such that X = lim ← − X i . Each X i is defined on E i and for each i and
Then there exists an ǫ > 0 such that for every y ∈ E there is a unique integral curve t → x y (t) ∈ E such that x y (0) = y. Also the map
is a smooth map.
Technique of the proof given below is taken from [5] and [13] .
Proof. Let y ∈ E and consider the differential equation
with x(0) = y. For any t ≥ 0, we have
, then theorem 2.5, implies that exists a unique curve
i is well defined, we refer page 5 [5] ) where x y i i : [−ǫ, ǫ] → E i be the integral curves passing through y i of corresponding vector fields X i .
For each i define
. Each F i are smooth function and {F i } makes projective system of map with projective limit F . That is we have F = lim ← − F i and this proves F is a smooth map.
Compatible symplectic structure
Suppose (M, σ) be a PLB manifold with a weak symplectic form σ. In this section, we will define compatibility of σ with the projective system. 3.1. Basics about weak symplectic structure. Let M be a PLB manifold and {M i , φ ji } i,j∈N be a projective system of Banach manifolds with M = lim ← − M i . Suppose each M i is modeled over a reflexive Banach space E i and each M i has a weak symplectic structure σ i .
Let x ∈ M, we have x = (x i ) where φ ji (x j ) = x i . For each x i , following [1] , we define a norm on
where . i is the norm on the Banach space T x i M i . Let F x i be the completion of T x i M i with respect to the . Fx i norm. As each T x i M i is a reflexive Banach space, we have that the induced map (Lemma 2.8,
is a topological isomorphism. Define for each i, j ∈ N j ≥ i and given
where
, ψ ji } i,j∈N is a projective system of Banach spaces and smooth maps (since for any k ≥ j ≥ i, we have ψ ki = ψ kj • ψ ji ). We see that {(σ
} is a projective system of mappings because (σ
Fix some point p = (p i ) ∈ M. We know that for a fixed p = (p i ) ∈ M, {T p j M j , T p j φ ji } i,j∈N is a projective system of Banach spaces. In section 1.3.3 we saw that [12] .
For some coordinate neighborhood U = lim ← − U i around p. Let σ p := σ| x=p be the constant symplectic structure on U with a natural parallelism T U ≃ U × E where E ≃ T p M is a Fréchet space. On each U i we have a corresponding constant symplectic structure σ i p i with the natural parallelism. For t ∈ [−1, 1] we define σ t := σ p + t(σ − σ p ) and similarly (σ are spaces corresponding to weak symplectic structure (σ i ) t . Also for fixed t corresponding to ψ ji map, we have map ψ t ji (for the weak symplectic structure (σ i ) t ). Therefore we see that for each t, the collections {(((σ
For a weak symplectic structure σ on a PLB manifold manifold M as discussed above, we have for each p = ( [12] . With this identification we can consider σ b p as a map defined on lim
Now we are in a position to define a compatible symplectic structure.
Compatible symplectic structure. We say that a weak symplectic structure σ on M is compatible with the projective system if the following is satisfied: (1) Suppose there are weak symplectic structure σ i on M i such that for every
If there exists a 1 -form α such that for each x ∈ M and α x = (α
) whenever defined. (3) For such α as in above, whenever
t is µ-Lipschitz for some fixed positive real number µ.
is the projective limit of the maps (σ
This means we have ,
).
The definition of compatibility of σ arise while exploring the possibility of existence of Darboux chart for the case of the loop space (LM, Ω ω ) discussed [?].
A Fréchet space used in the theorem
Since the Darboux theorem is a local result, we will work on some open subset U (containing zero) of a Fréchet space E which is the projective limit of Banach spaces. We have {E i , φ ji } is the inverse system of Banach spaces (manifolds) E i and E = lim ← − E i . As E is a PLB manifold, each φ ji is the inclusion map. We can assume that U = lim ← − U i , where U i are open subsets of Banach spaces E i . Let σ be a compatible symplectic structure on the PLB manifold U.
As we discussed earlier, for a fixed
j∈N is a projective system of Banach spaces and E = T x E = lim ← − T x j E j . If the topology on E is generated by the collection of semi-norms {p k : k ∈ N} then for each x ∈ E and k ∈ N, define norms on E as following. For X ∈ E,
All p x k are norms on E and collection {p x k : k ∈ N} generate a topology on E. Let completion of E with respect to this collection be denoted by F x . Then F x is a Fréchet space.
For a fixed x ∈ U, let H x := {σ x (X, .) : X ∈ E}. We can extend σ as a continuous bilinear map E × F x → R. For x = (x i ), in the section 3.1 we defined F * x i
. If σ on E is compatible with the inductive maps, for
as a set. We know that each (σ
is a topological isomorphism. Therefore a typical element of F * x i will be given by σ
will be given by (σ
(X i , .)) where we must have
). This will happen if and only if .) ). This shows that as set theoretic,
On H x , we have two possible topology:
(1) Projective limit topology when we identify H x as lim ← − F * x i . Projective limit topology on H x given as: For i ∈ N, we have σ x (X, .
Here at the right hand side of expression . op is operator norm of σ
And induced topology when we consider H x as subset of E * .
We fix the notation . i for norm on Banach space T x i E i = E i and we recall that 
On B ǫ , that is for X ∈ E i and Y ∈ B ǫ , we have |σ
This is true for every ǫ, we have for
In the next section, we will need the following proposition.
is an isomorphism (lemma 2.8, [1] ). Let the inverse of (σ
If α x ∈ H x , then J x can be defined using J
As σ is compatible with the inductive limit (J
x and this gives an isomorphism. Remark 4.1. Form above proposition, it is clear that H x and H y are topologically isomorphic.
Condition for existence of Darboux chart on weak symplectic PLB manifolds
We state the theorem for some open neighborhood of 0 ∈ E.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose (1) There exists a neighborhood W of 0 ∈ E, such that all H x are identical and σ tb x : E → H is isomorphism for each t and for each x ∈ W. then there exists a coordinate chart (V, Φ) around zero such that Φ * σ = σ 0 .
For rest of discussion we denote σ = σ − σ 0 . σ is defined on W, an open neighborhood of 0.
Remark 5.2. Suppose σ is a weak symplectic structure as defined earlier (compatible with projective system) and there exists a vector field X on W such that L X σ = σ. As α = i X σ, we have α ∈ H. We want to solve for Y t : W → E such that
b is isomorphism for all t. Hence for x ∈ lim ← − W i ,
This is a smooth map.
